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Meetings

• 3 conference calls:
  – #1: 29/Mar @ 13:00 UTC see C802.16j-07/299
  – #2: 19/Apr @ 23:00 UTC see C802.16j-07/321
  – #3: 27/Apr @ 13:00 UTC see C802.16j-07/325

• All meetings announced on the WG reflector
• Attendance is recorded in the minutes
Contributions

- 8 deferred from #48
  - 07/013, 07/090, 07/162, 07/179, 07/215, 07/235, 07/255, 07/265

- 14 new contributions submitted on 6/Apr
  - 7269, 7270, 7271, 7276, 7277, 7278, 7279, 7280, 7287, 7292, 7293, 7294, 7295, 7296
Summary of progress

• Concentrated first of deferred contributions
  – Made significant progress and reached some recommendations

• Reviewed all new contributions but no time to work on recommendations
  – Number of concerns were raised against each one that was reviewed, so not possible to make any recommendation at the moment
Recommendations to TG

Deferred contributions (comments in C802.16j-07/008):

• 07/179r6 (083): Recommendation to accept
• 07/215 (006): Recommendation to supersede by contributions 07/266 (061) & 07/156 (054)
• 07/265 (L134): Recommendation to supersede by 07/144 (007)
• 07/235r5 (055): Recommendation to accept
• 07/013 (046): Recommendation to supersede by 07/235 (055)
• 07/090r7 (015): Recommendation to accept

New contribution (comments in C802.16j-07/014):

• 07/279 (1263): Recommendation to reject (from authors)
Contributions back to TG

• 2 deferred from #48
  – 07/162, 07/255

• 13 new contributions submitted on 6/Apr
  – 7269, 7270, 7271, 7276, 7277, 7278, 7280, 7287, 7292, 7293, 7294, 7295, 7296
Motion

“To accept the recommendations from the frame structure adhoc recorded in C802.16j-07/348 as resolutions for relevant comments in databases C802.16j-07/008r4 and C802.16j-07/014r2.”

Moved by: Mike Hart
Seconded: